
Ad Scientiam Launches International Study to Assess Disability

Progression in multiple sclerosis with MSCopilot®

Paris, 12 September, 2023 – Ad Scientiam, a global leader in digital biomarkers has announced a

partnership with Sanofi to launch MS-DETECT, an international, multicenter, longitudinal study.

MS-DETECT aims to evaluate the ability of MSCopilot®, a medical software device, to detect early

signs of disability worsening in people with multiple sclerosis (PwMS). The study will draw upon

Ad Scientiam’s expertise in MS and is financially supported by Sanofi.

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic immune-mediated disease of the central nervous system that

affects 2.8 million people worldwide. The disease is characterized by early inflammatory

demyelination and subsequent neurodegeneration. Current clinical evaluation of PwMS relies mainly

on the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), which has several limitations. To improve on these

assessments, Ad Scientiam has developed MSCopilot®, a software medical device that addresses four

dimensions: ambulation/mobility, upper extremity function, cognition, and low-contrast visual acuity.

MS-DETECT main objective is to determine MSCopilot®'s ability to identify subtle and early disability

worsening. This will be performed by evaluating MSCopilot® individual and/or composite scores as

compared to the Multiple Sclerosis Functional Composite (MSFC) and the EDSS.

“MS-DETECT is a pioneering large-scale longitudinal study that explores digital biomarkers for the

early detection of disease progression. This study will provide important data to both clinicians and

people living with MS.” according to Dr. Saad Zinaï, Chief Medical Officer at Ad Scientiam.

“Disability worsening in MS has been recently redefined and we now know that this progression can

occur independently of relapses. With MS-DETECT, we have an opportunity to develop a digital

solution to help detect and monitor the effects of smoldering disease, and evolve treatment goals for

MS patients,” explains Su-Peing Ng, Global Head of Medical Affairs - Specialty Care at Sanofi.

The study also aims to assess the MSCopilot® performance, safety, usability and satisfaction with the

solution.

“Disease progression can be hard to detect in routine practice. I believe these novel digital biomarkers

are key to help clinicians make appropriate treatment decisions and, ultimately, improve patients’

care,” said Prof. Patrick Vermersch (Lille, France), Coordinating Investigator and Chairman of the

Study Steering Committee.

The MS-DETECT study will include 314 PwMS and will be conducted in the United States, Canada,

Germany, Italy, Spain, Denmark and France. Several investigative sites have already been initiated in

North America and Europe and first patients are expected to participate in the study during Q3 2023.
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We strongly believe that continuously monitoring the progression of severe and disabling diseases in

real-life is crucial for delivering better care.

To achieve this, we create and clinically validate digital biomarkers that make these previously

undetectable changes visible. These biomarkers are developed from data collected by digital tools

such as smartphones and are transformed using proprietary algorithms.

We have gained the trust of hospital institutions such as the Paris Brain Institute (ICM) and

pharmaceutical companies including Janssen, Sanofi, Pfizer, Vertex, and Novartis. In 2019, we

launched MSCopilot®, the first CE-marked software medical device for self-assessment of patients

with multiple sclerosis. We are currently validating new devices in neuroscience, rare diseases, and

mental disorders. Ad Scientiam’s Quality Management System is in compliance with ISO 13485.

Check our LinkedIn, our Facebook page, our Instagram or visit adscientiam.com

Press contact: press@adscientiam.com
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http://www.mscopilot.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ad-scientiam
https://www.facebook.com/AdScientiam
https://www.instagram.com/adscientiam_us/
https://www.adscientiam.com/en/

